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gestural sense-making: hand gestures as intersubjective ... - gestural sense-making: hand gestures as
intersubjective linguistic enactments elena cuffari published online: 30 november 2011 # springer
science+business media b.v. 2011 chapter 1: subjectivity and intersubjectivity - making sense together:
the intersubjective approach to psychotherapy. northvale, nj: jason aronson. chapter 1: subjectivity and
intersubjectivity psychoanalytic theories of mind consist of comprehensive explanations of human behavior
and motivation. such theories seek to account for normal and abnormal development at both the population
and individual levels, but these abstract and global ... making sense of the digital as embodied
experience - clcweb: comparative literature and culture issn 1481-4374 purdue university press ©purdue
university volume 13(2011) issue 3 article 7 making sense of the digital as embodied experience while the
analytic pair may never be able to sort out all ... - examples, that phenomenologically describes
intersubjective treatment. buirski, early on, describes the intersubjective view (p. 17): while the analytic pair
may never be able to sort out all the possible meanings associated with any analytic exchange, we believe
that fundamentally analysis is the process of making sense together of the analytic experience, and not of ﬁ
guring out the ... customers ’ ways of making sense of a ﬁ nancial service ... - the study uses
intersubjective theory and a qualitative method with the purpose of conceptualising the qualitatively different
ways customers experience face- to-face interactions with a service provider. making sense of a murder in
mexico - tmacsci.uva - [intersubjective moments, positionality, violence, murder, prison, mexico] this paper
has its roots in ﬁeldwork conducted in the state of quintana roo, mexico, researching (domestic) violence in
relation to masculinities and substance abuse. semantic creativity in multi-agent political discourse ... making: we bring together models of intersubjective meaning coordination and the cds model. we shed a
closer light on how interlocutors express and share perspective via the construal operations of viewpoint,
subjectification, objectification and deixis. sowk 506 - unit 6 - relational & intersubjectivity-wsmith ... intersubjective therapy • focuses on making sense together. • to illuminate underlying organizing principles
from which behavior derives, rather than to modify behaviors. making sense of intellectual capital making sense of intellectual capital designing a method for the valuation of intangibles author: ...
communication and intersubjective understanding is funneled by our cultural milieu, education, ideological
proclivities and experiences. as we continuously make sense of the social world - the realm wrought by human
experience - we acquire knowledge and cognizance of “operationalization” or ... representation,
interaction, and intersubjectivity - the development of common understanding at runtime, making the
intersubjective space in which the actors operate richer and easier to produce and reducing the number of
occasions when explicit sequential grounding interactions must occur. toronto centre for pastoral
counselling education - toronto centre for pastoral counselling education reading list 2011-2012 * indicates
books upon which reflection papers are to be written. see pce reflection papers texts by dr. frank-m.
staemmler - cultural field conditions: a hermeneutic study of consistency. british gestalt journal 2005, 14/1,
34-43. dialogue and interpretation in gestalt therapy: making sense together. 4 a sense-making view of
knowledge in organisations: the ... - 4 a sense-making view of knowledge in organisations: the insiders’
tale dubravka cecez-kecmanovic, cate jerram, and lesley treleaven all truth, in the long run, is only common
sense clarified. preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for ... - binder answers,making
sense together the intersubjective approach to psychotherapy,cpo clst life fitness life fitness 699373
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